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 sliding walls
—
 HSW. fSW. BSW.



Horizontal sliding walls

2

 Planning with Hsw glass sliding doors.

HSW glass sliding wall frontages can be flexibly 
 adapted to a wide range of customer requirements 
whether as straight, angled or elegantly curved 
 configurations. The beauty of the system is that floor 
guides are not required, allowing the use of one 
 flooring material throughout. Individuality goes with-
out saying and without breaks. In addition, virtually 
 any shade and color combination for the hardware

 surfaces is possible  – so the system can be perfectly 
aligned to the Corporate Design of the customer 
company within the framework of an integrated façade 
and interior design solution. Designed for each indi-
vidual application and precision-made, HSW glass 
sliding wall frontages are equally suitable for both 
modernizations and new buildings. Whether it’s a 
question of design, practical scope, seals, thermal 
 insulation or soundproofing, DORMA meets your stan-
dards. 

 add transParEnCY and 
 FlEXiBilitY to YoUr rooMs
— 



InTRO

3DORMA
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 FUllY glazEd with glazing rails
—
 HSW-G

Project: equity Office Properties
Architects: Milo Kleinberg Design, new york



HSW-G
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HSW-G. Panels with top and bottom 
glazing rails (100 mm high) and 
frame-free vertical glass edges.
Optionally the vertical glass edges 
can be expanded with vertical sealing 
profiles where draft exclusion is 
required.

The panels of the HSW-G 
sliding glass frontage form 
a continuous, transparent 
 surface – with side frame 
 elements completely absent.  

 . Top and bottom glazing 
rails provide the system 
with the necessary stability
 . Auxiliary functional compo-
nents – all discreetly con-
cealed within the profile
 . Many alternatives in terms 
of material finish and color 
combinations 

 . Practical cover sections 
that simply clip into positi-
on after system assembly 
and installation
 . each sliding panel can  
also double up as a door 
for maxi mum flexibility
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 FUllY glazEd, 
 with singlE-Point  FiXings
—
 HSW-GP

Project: Office of HnTB Architects, Washington, DC, uSA
Architects: HnTB Architects, Washington, DC, uSA



HSW-GP
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HSW-GP. Panels with MAneT single-point fixings.

Complementary dorMa  
products:

 .MAneT single-point fixings 
for simple, precise glass panel 
installation

 .MAneT sliding doors for 
glass partitions or through-
wall access

 .MAneT hardware for single- 
and double-action doors; 
 also suitable for combination 
with BTS floor springs

The HSW track rail permits 
a diversity of system layouts 
and stacking solutions.

 . Stainless steel single-
point fixings from the 
MAneT range hold  
even curved glass panels 
securely in place
 . This solution also ensures 
a particularly high- quality 
system

 . for an  unparalleled visual 
appearance in a contem-
porary  architectural setting
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 thE Folding VErsions
—
 fSW-G and fSW-C 

Project: Sparkasse Coppenbrügge, Germany
Architects: Bredt und Partner GbR, Darmstadt, Germany
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fSW-G AnD fSW-C
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fSW-G. Panels with top and bottom 
glazing rails (100 mm high) and 
 frame-free vertical glass edges.

There is little to choose be-
tween HSW-G and fSW 
in terms of their visuals and 
technology. 

Fsw-g 
 . The closed wall transforms 
effortlessly into a compact 
stack when required
 . Without the need for a 
 separate stacking track

Fsw-C 
 . The panels are hung  
centrally
 . Alternative for confined 
spaces as the stacked pa-
nels take up only half the 
space inside and out
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 FUllY FraMEd
—
 HSW-R



HSW-R
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HSW-R. Panels with all-round framing.

 . TS 97 door closer, just 37 mm 
high, for light glass doors

 . ITS 96 integrated door closer 
system

Complementary dorMa  
products:

 . TS 93 door closer systems. 
A concept that combines 
 power and performance with a 
characteristic cubic design

The HSW-R fully framed 
 horizontal sliding wall is re-
commended wherever high 
wind loads are likely to oc-
cur. for example, in the case 
of large-area shop windows 
and  externally exposed store 
 entrances. 

 .   Aluminum frames enclose 
the glass on all sides
 . Rubber-lipped side profiles 
and double brush seals top 
and bottom provide further 
protection against the 
weather

 . Various types of door 
 closers offer extremely 
smooth movement while 
the remaining panels stay 
closed
 . Integrated neatly  into the 
frame, the ITS 96 is al-
most fully concealed
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 warM and CozY with 
 thErMal insUlation
—
 HSW-ISO

Project: fusionopolis at One-north, Singapore
Architects: Jurong Consultants Pte ltd., Singapore
Developer: JTC Corporation, Singapore



HSW-ISO
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HSW-ISO. Panels with all-round framing of thermal-break profiles.

 . TS 93 door closer systems: 
a concept that combines 
 power and performance with a 
characteristic cubic design

 . TS 97 door closer, just 37 mm 
high, for light glass doors

 . ITS 96 integrated door closer 
system

Complementary dorMa  
products:

Various types of door closers 
guarantee extremely smooth 
movement while the remaining 
panels stay closed.

With the HSW-ISO double-
glazed system, one feels 
comfortable in any weather. 
even when it’s stormy or 
wet, the interior space can 
be fully utilized. And the 
big summer heatwave? This 
too can be locked outside.

 . Reliable  protection against 
extreme temperatures 
 . Thermally insulated 
 sliding glass  frontage with 
all-round  thermal-break 
 profiles
 . extendable top and bot-
tom seals

 . The  pivoting sliding panels 
that operate as doors can 
again be equipped with 
DORMA door closers with 
eASy OPen technology
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Nur SF - Parken mit Ausruecksituation hinter Wandversprung/FT

Closed wall

 PErFECt Parking EVErY tiME
—
 Stacking systems

standard stacking arrangement
With pivoting end panel as 
 possible access leaf
(left or right, or left and right)

stacking in a box/pocket
Sliding panels or double-action  
panels only
(left or right, or left and right)

stacking panels of varying width

stacking without stacking track with 4 panels 
(2 pivoting end panels/2 sliding panels)

niche parking
With pivoting end panel as  
possible access leaf  
(left or right, or left and right)

stacking with reshuffle bypass
Without pivoting end panel.
Behind wall projection/fixed 
side screen
(left or right, or left and right).
not for HSW-MR

stacking behind end panel
left or right, or left and right

stacking track 135°
behind column
With end panel as possible  
access leaf
(left or right, or left and right)

stacking in a box or niche,  
behind end panel
Sliding panels only, around 
135°  offset
(left or right, or left and right)

Panels stacked 90° transverse to travel direction

special stacking arrangements
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fixed 
screens

Sliding 
panel 1

See 
detail
below

stacking track at 5° angle
for small number of panels (up to 6)
(left or right, or left and right)

stacking track 135°
(left or right, or left and right)

stacking track offset in niche
with folding panel as wall connection 
(left or right, or left and right)

detail 1
Sliding panel with final folding panel 
in closed wall

detail 2
Sliding panel with final folding panel 
ready for sliding into stacking track

stacking track beyond offset 
pivoting end panel
(left or right, or left and right)
closed system

Parking behind fixed screens 
(left or right, or left and right)

Panels parallel to travel direction

existing structures or unusual 
layouts often require special 
solutions, particularly in the 
design of the stacking area. 
DORMA HSW systems can be 
parked in a range of  different 
positions. 

 . The stack of panels can be 
aligned parallel or square 
to the frontage
 . They can be readily  visible 
for effect or hidden behind 
columns etc. 
 . The system can be parked 
in line but out of the way, 
whether behind a wall or 
in a niche

The panels can also perform 
certain functions when the 
frontage is open
 . as the sides of internal 
store windows and show-
cases
 . if provided with the 
 appropriate printing on 
the glass, for adding 
 artistic  value to a wall 

System  solutions devised in 
answer to a wide range of 
different  problems are 
shown.
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BalCony sliding walls

16

Balconies, terraces and verandas are an effective way 
of increasing your living space. They also provide an 
extended threshold, linking outdoors and indoors and 
bringing the wonders of nature closer to the protected 
living area. unfortunately, however, utilization of these 
additional spaces is all too often restricted to warm 
summer days, while the transitional seasons of spring 
and autumn – with their many changes and exciting 
interplay of colors – have much to offer.

now, BSW balcony sliding walls – operable glass  
panels for wind and weather protection – are able to 
provide an effective solution, enabling these interfaces 
with the outside to be enjoyed far beyond the summer 
months. They enhance the quality of life while also 
adding a new architectural accent. 

 MorE sPaCE For addEd ValUE
— 
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BalCony sliding walls

 CozYing UP to natUrE
—
 BSW 
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BSW

90

135

90

135

BSW. exit point.

BSW-G. Run of assemblies.

The system is supplied as an 
all-glass version with  
the lateral glazing edges ex-
posed.

 . Gap ventilation between  
the glass sheets ensures  
optimum air circulation,  
allowing moisture to effec-
tively escape
 . The availability of different 
layout configurations means 
that the system can be rea-
dily adapted to the existing 
architecture

 . BSW can be arranged in 
radially segmented config-
urations incorporating any 
angles required 
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BalCony sliding walls

 PanoraMiC ViEw and staBilitY
—
 BSW-G 
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BSW-G

BSW-G. 90° assembly corner.

Complementary dorMa  
products:

 .Glass joint gasket for  
10 and 12 mm glass

Opening the home to the 
great outdoors, the BSW 
affords reliable protection 
against the elements with 
its glass sheets bonded in 
top and bottom glazing rails 
and secured by hardened 
steel pins.

 .  Attractive plastic end co-
vers of interlocking design
 . Second bottom guide  
pin for segmented systems  
gives added stability
 .  7 mm wide or, if weather-
shielded, 11 mm wide  
masonry gap for good  
ventilation 

 . elegantly designed chrome 
steel internal thumbturn 
on first panel
 . external thumbturn or  
knobs on both sides also 
available
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BalCony sliding walls

 EXtra wEathEr ProtECtion
—
 BSW-R 
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BSW-R

Heavy-gauge track profile enables a 
number of panels to be stacked at 
one end.

Option:
Height-adjustment profiles  
are also available.
no trip hazard as bottom track can 
be recessed in the floor.

element connection: sliding panel 
to sliding panel

element connection: 90° corner element connection: 135° corner

Double-glazed panels with 
an all-round aluminum 
frame are also available, 
with a tongue-and-groove 
arrangement to stabilize 
straight-line configurations. 
The system for all seasons.

 .  first panel tilt-and-turn 
with window handle 
 . Optional tilt-and-turn on  
final panel
 . europrofile cylinder option 
for added security 

 . Vertical profiles just  
39 mm wide (61 mm for 
tilt / turn mechanism)
 . Visible height of horizontal 
profiles: just 55 mm.



DORMA-Glas GmbH
Max-Planck-Straße 33 – 45
32107 BAD SAlzuflen
GeRMAny
Phone +49 5222 924-0
fax  +49 5222 21009
www.dorma.com

DORMA GmbH + Co. KG
DORMA Platz 1
58256 ennePeTAl
GeRMAny
Tel. +49 2333 793-0
fax +49 2333 793-4950
www.dorma.com
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